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Gus Bondi Is Many Things!!  

One of Gus’s stronger 

attributes, one that many 

shufflers have learned to 

enjoy, is his ability to 

tell a great story!!  Pic 

at the left is Gus at the 

Mike doing just that! To 

the delight of the audience 

Gus is relating the details 

regarding an incident with 

his roommate during the 

East-West Challenge!! Earl 

Ball was his roommate and 

even though Gus related the 

humorous details to an 

audience of hundreds, I 

would be censored if I 

repeated the story now! lol   

And if my memory serves me 

correctly, Gus also 

corrected a story about a 

Big Win, a Win which he had 

earlier reported without 

giving full credit to his 

partner Jim Barnes. Not only did Gus correct it at the Mike >> 

he also posted it graphically on his chest and that of his 

partner, Jim Barnes.  Correction reads: “We Beat Earl Ball and 

Henry Strong > Piece of Cake”. This all took place at the 1
st
 

World Singles in Betmar in 2009.   

As reported by Jim and Beth, Gus is a Past President of the ISA, 

a Hall of Fame Member of both the ISA and the Central District 

of the FSA and is scheduled to become the US National President 

this January.  Gus is a competent shuffler; Gus is an 

enthusiastic shuffler; Gus is a keen competitor >> but a 

gentleman as clearly indicated by these remarks made to me in 

2006 in Lakeside, Ohio > see page 2:  
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GRACIOUS WORDS BY PRESIDENT ELECT BONDI! 25th ISA in Lakeside, OH 

Immediately following Gus’s loss to Robbie Robinson, a member of 

the Brazil Team, I talked with Gus to get his reaction:  Stan; 

“OK Gus, you just lost a match on your last disc!!  How do you 

feel about that and please tell the readers who beat you.”  Gus; 

“Rob Robinson beat me ~~ stuck in the 8; he needed 18; he put my 

8 in the kitchen and I lost 75 to 74 and I am heartbroken for 

OUR TEAM ~~ not for me ~~ but for OUR TEAM.  It was a fantastic 

shot, a good match and the winner made the right shot.” Stan; 

“Thank you very much Gus ~~ spoken like a gentleman. 

Stan of THE SHUFFLER 2006 08 27.  

Wife Marie has been, and 

continues to be, Gus’s 

strongest supporter!!  She is 

shown here “Pinning” Gus on 

the occasion of his induction 

into the Central District Hall 

Of Fame.  Marie was Gus’s 

Secretary and All around 

Supporter during his tenure as 

ISA President. The Induction 

took place in Winter Haven, FL 

on March 11
th
, 2011.   

 

Few Shufflers devote more time and energy to the Game they love.  

On our Sochi Journey, Gus will enhance our enjoyment and 

contribute to our success on and off the courts.   

Stan McCormack in Calabogie, ON Canada.  2011 04 19.     

          

    

    


